Introduction
Planetary waves are a part of global-scale oscillations, which play a significant role in the middle atmosphere dynamics. The primary periods of the planetary waves contain quasi 2-day, quasi 5-day, quasi 10-day, and quasi 16-day waves (Jacobi et al., 1998; Wang et al., 2010) . Among these planetary waves, the quasi 2-day wave (QTDW) is predominantly necessary due to its relevance in interactions with the mean flow and other planetary waves including solar tides (Mitchell et al., 1996) . Muller (1972) attempted to study the QTDW in the upper mesosphere with zonal and meridional winds observed from a meteor radar over a mid-latitude site. Subsequently, using ground-based radars and satellite data sets, the QTDW was studied extensively (Wu et al., 1996; Rodgers and Prata, 1981; Manson et al., 2004; Limpasuvan et al., 2005) . In particular, meteor and medium-frequency (MF) radars were used to investigate the vertical structure and climatology of the 2-day wave at middle and high latitudes (e.g., Manson et al., 2004; Sandford et al., 2008) . Most of the previous studies showed the presence of the QTDW as bursts during the solstice and 1 month after the solstice lasting for a few weeks. Salby (1981) suggested that the observed QTDW of a period of 2.1 days is actually a manifestation of the Rossby-gravity normal mode of zonal wave number 3 in an isothermal windless atmosphere.
At mid-latitude locations, only summer activity is usually reported (Thayaparan et al., 1997a; Lima et al., 2004) . However, recent studies (Jacobi et al., 1998; Nozawa et al., 2003a) showed that QTDW could be found in other times of the year as well. Jacobi et al. (1998) showed the presence of QTDW throughout the year but with smaller amplitudes and less regularity compared to the summer months. Namboothiri et al. (2002) also noted some increase in amplitudes (up to 15 m/s) in the winter months at Yamagawa (31°N) and Wakkanai (45°N) during 1997-1999 (see their Figs. 8 and 9) . Later, Nozawa et al. (2003b) found that the QTDW amplitudes were larger in winter than in summer in the region of 70-91-km height for the high-latitude stations at Tromso (69°N) and Poker Flat (65°N). In the southern hemisphere (SH), the 2-day wave is primarily composed of zonal wave number 3, while the northern hemisphere (NH) wave is a mixture of wave numbers 2, 3, and 4 (Meek et al., 1996) . However, ground-based radar measurements are limited to a particular latitude and longitude, to determine the zonal structure of the QTDW, and it is difficult to determine the zonal wave number.
The QTDW has been studied by using satellite measurements in the upper stratosphere and the lower mesosphere (USLM) region by using wind (Wu et al., 1993; Limpasuvan and Leovy, 1995) , temperature data from Nimbus 7 (Rodgers and Prata, 1981) , the Upper Atmosphere Research Satellite (UARS) (Limpasuvan and Wu, 2003) , TIMED (Thermosphere, Ionosphere, Mesosphere Energetics and Dynamics) (Garcia et al., 2005) , and EOS Aura Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) (Limpasuvan et al., 2005; Sandford et al., 2008; Tunbridge et al., 2011) . All these studies showed temperature amplitudes up to $11 K in the SH and weaker amplitudes in the NH. Huang et al. (2013) studied the characteristics of QTDW between 52°S and 52°N using SABER (Sounding of the Atmosphere using Broadband Emission Radiometry) temperature data sets. Limpasuvan et al. (2005) reported 2-day waves in the upper stratosphere and mesosphere heights during December 2004-March 2005 using MLS water vapor, carbon monoxide, temperature, and lineof-sight wind measurements. Their results suggested that the 2-day wave appears in early January, peaks at the end of January, and persists until late February using MLS water vapor and temperature measurements. They also noted the simultaneous existence of the 2-day wave in the winter hemisphere mainly trapped in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere. Alexander and Shepherd (2010) showed the distribution and variability of planetary wave activity in the low to mid-stratosphere of the Arctic and Antarctic using Constellation Observing System for Meteorology, Ionosphere, and Climate (COSMIC) Global Positioning Radio Occultation (GPSRO) temperature measurements. However, these planetary wave studies have $16-20-day periodicity mainly; measurements on QTDW from GPSRO observations have not been paid much attention. Therefore, in the present study, we attempted to investigate the QTDW by using GPSRO COSMIC satellite temperature data in both hemispheres. The GPSRO satellite technique provides highly accurate temperatures and has long-term stability, global coverage, <1-km vertical resolution, and all-weather capability Anthes et al., 2008) .
The objective of this article is to present the monthly, seasonal, and climatological latitudinal and geographical distribution of westward-propagating zonal wave number 3 QTDW by using the COSMIC GPSRO temperature data during the period of November 2006-December 2010 in the altitude range of 10-60 km in both NH and SH. The next section deals with the data and analysis procedure adopted for the present study. Results and discussion are given in Section 3. Finally, the summary and conclusions are presented in Section 4.
Data analysis
GPSRO COSMIC is a joint Taiwan-US mission and the satellite (Rocken et al., 2000) launched successfully on 14 March 2006 on a circular orbit with an inclination of 72°a t an altitude of $750 km (Cheng et al., 2006) . Under the assumption of geometric optics and the local spherical symmetry of the atmosphere, the phase delay measurements can be directly inverted to yield an index of refraction profile with a vertical resolution of about 500 m in the lower troposphere to about 1 km in the upper stratosphere. The "dry" temperature data product obtained from the COSMIC/FORMOSAT-3 mission is computed from the observed refractivity under the assumption that the water vapor pressure is negligible in the lower troposphere. It provides $1500 radio occultations on the vertical profiles of atmospheric air density, temperature, and water vapor as well as ionospheric electron density per day (Anthes , 2008) . COSMIC data sets are available from the surface to 60 km; however, for the purpose of our analysis, we consider altitudes above 10 km to avoid the effects of humidity in the lower troposphere.
This study considers a data sample of 51 months, which begins from November 2006 to December 2010. As a polarorbiting satellite, COSMIC makes about 15 orbits per day in a $750-km and 72°inclination orbit. Considering that COSMIC takes 50 days to cover 24 h local time at each latitude band , at each hour at every altitude, COSMIC temperature data are binned into grid cells with latitude 10°and longitude 10°. For calculating the hourly means, we adopted the criterion that there should be more than three temperature values per hour at each longitudelatitude grid. Fig. 1 shows the histogram of the number of occultations for each grid of COSMIC for the year 2007. From the figure, we can see that occultations in the high latitudes (80-90°N and 80-90°S) and tropics (10°S-10°N) were lower in density than in the mid-latitudes. It is due to the high inclination of COSMIC and their viewing geometry relative to GPS (Hajj et al., 2004) . The highest latitude accessible to the satellite is just over 85°in both the hemispheres (NH and SH). The advantage of the GPSRO data is that they can have a longer temporal coverage, roughly evenly distributed in space, and their latitude routinely reaches within 2°of the poles so the GPSRO data are useful for studying the global planetary wave phenomena such as QTDW. In addition, the GPS data can have longer temporal coverage than many other satellites (Wang and Alexander, 2009 ). The temperature precision of 0.5 K or better between the radiosonde and COSMIC at 25-km altitude was observed by Hayashi et al. (2009) . The validation of GPSRO temperature has been studied extensively recently by Kishore et al. (2008) and Rao et al. (2009) . Recently, Madhavi et al. (2013) observed that the precision is about $1.5 K at 35 km; degrading to $3 K was observed in USLM (40-60 km) using different satellite measurements (MLS and SABER) and COSMIC RO temperatures. Recently, Das and Pan (2014) compared COSMIC temperature profiles with satellites (MLS and SABER); the COSMIC temperature is observed to be 2 K less than SABER at 50 hPa and $5 K higher than SABER at 0.3 hPa. The GPS temperatures are higher than the MLS temperatures by 0-2 K from 50 to 2 hPa and 6-8 K higher at 0.3 hPa.
During the analysis of temperature data, we noticed data gaps, which were filled by using linear interpolation. However, the data gaps, which are longer than 1 day (i.e., greater than one-fourth of the period of interest), were left unfilled and no further analysis was conducted with the data. In this study, the Lomb-Scargle periodogram (LSP) method (Scargle, 1982 ) is used to obtain estimates of the spectral amplitudes and confidence levels as well as phase information. In our analysis, we used 4-day groupings of temperature data in each time series, and the intervals were shifted by 1 day. The LSP method is equivalent to pure harmonic least-square analysis. This method is useful to estimate the amplitude or power spectra of the time series, which are unevenly spaced (Press et al., 1992) . The LSP weights the data by each point rather than by each time interval. The standard method of calculating the LSP significance levels employed in the present study is only appropriate for the most significant peak in a spectrum (Horne and Baliunas, 1986 ). Fig. 2 shows the distribution of power over a range of frequencies and wave numbers. This spectrum was computed from the temperature data in the altitude range of 52-56 km and 50-60°S latitude bins during winter (JJAS) of 2008. A positive (negative) wave number indicates eastward (westward) propagation. The presence of a westwardpropagating wave with zonal wave number 3 for a period of 2 days is clearly observed. The 2-day wave is dominant in the period of 43-52 h as seen in the spectrum (see Fig. 2 ). In addition, a secondary component is seen in the spectra with a period of $46 h with zonal wave number 2. This is beyond the scope of our present study. This study completely deals with only wave number 3 in both the hemispheres.
Results and discussion
In order to identify the dominant periodicities, which are present in the time series of the temperature data, the data were subjected to LSP analysis. Fig. 3 shows the LSP spectra of the temperature data during the month of December 2007 in the latitude band of 60-65°N at an altitude of 58 km. The amplitude spectra of temperature show the 2-day dominant peak along with the diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal tides at frequencies 0.5, 1.2, and 3 cycles/ day (cpd), respectively. Although the diurnal, semidiurnal, and terdiurnal tides are observed clearly, the 2-day peak is broad, ranging from roughly 42 (0.0238 cpd) to 58 h (0.0172 cpd). The horizontal dotted line corresponds to the 90% significance level. The probability level indicates the confidence with which one may reject the null hypothesis. The spectral amplitudes occur because of random-noise fluctuation in the time-domain data. Fig. 4 shows the seasonal variations of temperature amplitudes of the westward-propagating QTDW of wave number 3 from November 2006 to December 2010 in the height range of 48-58 km with 2-km intervals. The amplitudes are calculated by using LSP analysis with a time window of 4 days with a progressive advancement of 1 day for those cases where the data coverage is at least three-fourth the window width, that is, P36 h. The QTDW temperature amplitudes are calculated corresponding to a 2-day period 40-50 o N 50-60 o N 60-70 o N (0.5 cpd) at each altitude for different latitude bands, 40-50°N, 50-60°N, 60-70°N, and 70-80°N. A similar method applied by Thayaparan et al. (1997a,b) and Namboothiri et al. (2002) showed that a 4-day fit is enough to obtain reasonable significance. We estimated the confidence levels of the periodograms containing spectral peaks with >90% significance. From Fig. 4 , it can be seen that from the 48-to 58-km range, the QTDW temperature amplitude during the winter months (November-February) is significantly stronger and comparatively less prominent in summer months. The QTDW amplitudes increase with latitude and a strong-wave amplitude appears at the mid-and high-latitude regions. A clear seasonal variation is noticed in QTDW activity from November to February and weak activity from May to August. The winter amplitudes are higher by a factor of 1.5 than in summer at all the altitude levels. The winter amplitudes are approximately constant in the 70-80°N latitude with an amplitude of about 9-10 K. During NH winter (70-80°N), the amplitudes are higher by a factor of 2-2.25 than those in winter at 40-50°N. The 2-day wave maximum amplitudes are observed at about 56-km altitude level using MLS temperatures over a high-latitude (63-73°N) region with zonal wave numbers 2 and 3 (Sandford et al., 2008) . The seasonal variations of QTDW amplitudes at different altitudes are shown in Fig. 5 for SH. The 2-day wave amplitudes are dominant from June to the end of September. The secondary maximum amplitude of about 6-7 K appears at the end of August and early September. The maximum amplitude of the 2-day wave occurs during November 2006-January 2007. Wave amplitudes during the summer are smaller than during the winter season, but they occasionally reached up to $6 K during the summer month of January 2007. The SH winter maximum amplitude reached about 8 K during 2007. The wave period also varies between the two hemispheres.
Monthly variation of QTDW

Latitudinal, temporal, and height variations of 2-day wave and their interannual behavior
To provide a more quantitative description of the QTDW activity as a function of height and time, the temperature amplitudes of QTDW at three different latitude ranges of NH (50-60°N, 60-70°N, and 70-80°N) and SH (50-60°S, 60-70°S, and 70-80°S) from November 2006 to December 2010 are shown in Fig. 6 . The left panel corresponds to the NH and right panel represents the SH latitude region. The spectral amplitudes in the contour panels are calculated by LSP analysis with a 4-day window, and the window is shifted by a 1-day increment. The periodogram analysis conducted for the time series from various altitudes reveals a prominent component centered at 2 days. The QTDW amplitudes observed in both the hemispheres have certain similarities as well as differences. The annual variations of QTDW amplitudes are found almost regularly in late NH winter. In the SH, the wave activity appears during early winter and extends up to the early spring months. Note that the NH winter months are from November to February and from June to August for the SH. The wave amplitudes are stronger at higher altitudes compared to the lower altitudes suggesting that the wave amplitudes increase with altitude. In the latitude band of 50-60°N, the 2-day wave amplitudes increase with height and reach a peak amplitude at an altitude level of around 57 km. The wave amplitude reaches 7-9 K above the altitude level of 48 km in mid and high-latitude regions. An earlier study by Limpasuvan and Leovy (1995) showed a maximum amplitude above 0.465 hPa ($53 km) in the USLM altitude region using temperature and H2O measurements from the UARS MLS data sets. In both the hemispheres (NH and SH), the QTDW peaks exist 2007, 2008 , and 2010 at middle and high latitudes; this means that the interannual variations are evident in both hemispheres. Fig. 7 shows the latitude-time cross section of the Q2DW amplitudes estimated by LSP analysis at an altitude of 56 km during the period from November 2006 to December 2010. From the figure, it is evident that the QTDW reveals consistent characteristics of the wave and the amplitudes are more at the mid-and high-latitude regions. In both the hemispheres, the QTDW winter amplitudes reach a maximum up to $10 K in January for NH latitudes, whereas in SH latitudes the maximum amplitudes are at $9 K and extend up to solstice. In mid-latitudes, the SH enhancement in winter is more robust and repeatable than the NH winter enhancement. In low latitudes (30°S-30°N), the QTDW amplitudes look similar in both hemispheres. However, it is noteworthy that the height-time structure demonstrates some differences in their interannual variations. From Fig. 7 , the QTDW exhibits strong year-to-year variations in amplitude and time of occurrence. In spite of this, there is an apparent seasonal variation with maxima in winter and minima during summer especially in the USLM region. These results are consistent with a previous study by Sandford et al. (2008) . Patra (1984) reported 2-day wave amplitudes to be stronger in the polar winter stratosphere observations at a height of around 45 km. In the SH, their periods and wave numbers are about 48 h and À3 (minus means westward propagation), respectively. On the other hand, in the NH, the periods range between 42 and 56 h, with corresponding wave numbers À2, À3, and À4 (Craig et al., 1980; Pancheva et al., 2004; Malinga and Ruohoniemi, 2007) .
Figs. 8(a-c) and 9(a-c) show the height variations of the mean period, phase, and amplitudes of the QTDW observed during the winter months at the NH and SH over four different latitude bands. By using the LSP analysis, the mean period, amplitude, and phase of the QTDW were 50°N-70-80°N ), the range of amplitudes varies from 5 to 6 K, and the phase profiles show a clear downward propagation in all latitude bands. In the SH, the phase profile shows less variation (see Fig. 9(a) ). The observed minimum period is 47 h in 40-50°S and the maximum period is about 49 h in 70-80°S. A consistently evident picture of 2-day wave periods with 48 ± 1 h can be seen in the case of 50-60°S and 60-70°S at all heights from 46 to 60 km. The observed SH QTDW period is consistent with earlier reports of Lima et al. (2004) that the periods are almost close to 48 ± 1 h. The wave periods also vary between the two hemispheres. It is clear that the period of the 2-day wave varies between 49 ± 2 and 48 ± 1 h in the NH and SH, respectively. In the SH, at low and middle latitudes, the wave period is often observed to be very close to 2 days (e.g., Craig et al., 1980; Wu et al., 1996) . In the NH, the observed wave period varies between 1.8 and 2.2 days. The vertical wavelength is measured by the rate of change of the phase with height, that is, in the altitude regions of downward phase propagation. The observed wavelength lies in the range 12-16 km in both hemispheres of QTDW. These vertical wavelengths are small compared to the theoretical estimates for QTDW in the USLM region. Our present study, on the QTDW in NH middle and high latitudes, exhibits clear amplitude maxima during winter, although the peaks show significant differences in periods (47 ± 2 h). These differences in periods are due to modulation of the wave amplitude which tends to spread energy over a range of frequencies, further accounting for the shift in periods (Vincent, 1984) .
To deduce more information on the height dependence of the QTDW, monthly amplitude profiles are estimated from the temperature measurements over three different latitude bands of the winter months in both the hemispheres as shown in Figs. 10 and 11. During each month of winter, the maximum QTDW amplitudes are observed over 70-80°N and 70-80°S in both the hemispheres. The height profiles of amplitude show features more prominently than those seen in the contour plots (see Fig. 6 ). The maximum amplitudes are observed around the upper stratopause region in the NH of about $10 K during the month of December, whereas in the SH the maximum amplitude occurs at about $7 K in September every year. The maximum amplitudes are observed at the end of the winter months in both hemispheres, and sometimes they extend to the beginning of the next season. Comparatively large variations are seen in the NH amplitudes than the SH amplitudes. From Figs. 10 and 11, we conclude that the QTDW amplitudes are maximum at 56 km with a peak value near 55 km, in all the three latitude bins of the NH and SH, respectively.
Summary and conclusions
In the present study, we examined the global QTDW structure at middle and high latitudes in the USLM region using high-resolution temperature data collected by the COSMIC/FORMOSAT 3 satellite mission during the period of November 2006-December 2010. The climatology of QTDW shows the strongest amplitude occurring in winter and low amplitudes during the summer season. Significant interannual variability was observed in both the hemispheres. In NH winter, the wave amplitudes were about $8 K, but weakly present in the summer season.
The COSMIC GPSRO temperature data reveal the regular presence of a westward-propagating QTDW with zonal wave number 3. Maximum wave amplitudes are observed during winter in middle to high latitudes in both hemispheres. However, there are some hemispherical differences in QTDW characteristics such as amplitude, occurrence, and time periods.
The QTDW exhibits strong interannual variations in amplitude and time of occurrence. In spite of this, there exist clear seasonal variations with maxima during winter in both hemispheres. The maximum amplitudes are observed around 56 km in both hemispheres.
The period and amplitude of the 2-day wave are determined at all heights using LSP analysis. The vertical phase structure shows a descending phase and the magnitude of the vertical wavelengths is smaller than theoretical values, whereas the phase values show little variation with height when the amplitude is large. The periods of QTDW vary between 49 ± 2 and 48 ± 1 h in the NH and SH, respectively. These results are consistent with the previous studies, but some differences are apparent in high latitudes (50-60°and 60-70°) in both the hemispheres.
In order to understand the generation mechanism and tidal interaction, the characteristics of the QTDW over middle and high latitudes in the USLM region need further investigation. 
INTRODUCTION
Temperature is one of the important factor which influences the global climate change and dynamics of the middle atmosphere especially in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere region. It is a region which affects the weather systems in the lower atmosphere as well as upper atmosphere. Stratospheric temperature changes are also crucial for understanding its variability and trends, including predicting future changes (World Meteorological Organization (WMO), 2006). Due to lack of observational data, this part of the atmosphere provides a long list of challenging scientific problems, which includes variations in stratospheric ozone concentrations and its thermal structure. The middle atmosphere climatologies were first studied in 1964 and 1972 by Committee on Space Research (COSPAR) Reference Atmospheres using interpolation of single-station balloon and rocket data (Randel et al., 2004 ). Later on a wide variety of observational techniques have been used to measure temperature in the stratosphere and their variations in time and space. These techniques include balloon soundings (e.g. Kitamura and Hirota, 1989; Tsuda et al., 1991) , rocketsonde measurements (e.g. Dewan et al., 1984; Eckermann et al., 1995; Hamilton, 1991) , and LIDAR (e.g. Hauchecorne and Chanin, 1980; Chanin and Hauchecorne, 1991 (05) Page 18 al. , 1991; Whiteway and Carswell, 1994; LeBlanc et al., 1998; Sivakumar et al., 2003) etc, with limited period of observations. The rocket data are useful, as they are the only observations of the 30-80 km region prior to the LIDAR observations. However, determining quantitative trends or long-term observations from rocket data is complicated as measurements are made through different types of sensors leading to instrumental changes and also due to the corrections made to the data in order to account for aerodynamic heating (Dunkerton et al., 1998) . As rocket data are available only at few locations around the globe, there is a difficulty for establishing climatology over a global scale, despite the good results from many of the ground-based and space-borne instruments (Steiner and Kirchengast, 2000) . To overcome the lack of observational data and to establish the climatology over a global scale, the scientific problems regarding middle atmosphere climatological data sets have been studied by World Climate Research Programme (WCRP) under Stratospheric Processes and Their Role in Climate (SPARC) project. An inter-comparison study based on different kinds of middle atmosphere tempearature measurements by Randel et al., 2004 suggest that most of the data sets exhibits warm bias of more than ~5K in the stratosphere and these type of studies are useful to identify the biases in particular data sets and to highlight regions where large differences are found among several data sets. Recently, Global Positioning System (GPS) Radio occultation (RO) observations started offering several important and unique features complementary to other methods of observing the Earth's atmosphere. The GPS-RO technique has the advantage of global coverage, high accuracy, high vertical resolution (less than 1 km), long-term stability, self-calibration and capability to operate in all-weather conditions Wickert et al., 2001; Hajj et al., 2002) . It provides a powerful tool for atmospheric sounding, which requires no calibration, not affected by clouds, aerosols or precipitation, and provides an almost uniform global coverage with vertical profiles of atmospheric air density, temperature, and water vapor as well as ionospheric electron density (Hajj et al., 2004; Wickert et al., 2004) . Several investigators validated the GPS measurements and have concentrated in the height region between 8 and 30 km (Hajj et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2004; Kishore et al., 2009) (2011), studied and compared temperature profiles only for a southern sub tropical site, Reunion (20.8ºS; 55.5ºE ) with HALOE, CHAMP, COSMIC, and SABER temperature measurements for the height range between 30 and 60 Km and results are found to be reasonable agreement with each other with a relative difference in temperature of + 5-6 K is observed. Similar studies of GPS measurements over stratosphere height region were not reported earlier and thus validation of GPS data sets over stratosphere height regions are necessary and more beneficial to the atmospheric researchers to improve the global model accuracy and void the observational gap in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere height region. This paper is organized as follows: In section two, we present the details about GPS (CHAMP + COSMIC) RO data sets which are used to study the monthly, seasonal and zonal mean temperature variations from 20 to 60 km height for the period 2002 to 2009. Results obtained from the present analysis in terms of comparison between COSMIC, satellite and other reanalysis data sets are described in the section 3. We shall describe the latitude-height seasonal variations of temperature (both during summer and winter Schreiner et al., 2007) . The GPS RO dry temperature data product is used, which is derived from the measured refractivity profile by neglecting humidity and as such is accurate above 10 km in the tropical region. The original GPS data are available at 0.1 km vertical resolution but they have an effective vertical resolution of the order of 1 km in the upper troposphere and stratosphere region.
In addition, we also make use of several other data sets for comparison purpose. In the following, we present short descriptions of the reference datasets included in the comparisons. These are intended to be brief, and more details for each dataset can be found in the referred publications and the specifications of the data sets used are given in Table1.
The additional data base includes data from other satellites like the Atmospheric Infrared Sounder (AIRS)/advanced Microwave Sounding Unit (AMSU), a sounding system on the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Aqua mission, which uses the most advanced temperature humidity sounding system ever deployed (Parkinson, 2003) . resolution of MLS v2.0 temperature is ~4 km in the stratosphere and precision is typically ~1 K at the stratosphere height region Schwartz et al., 2007 (Swinbank et al., 1998) . Since November 2000, the MetO fields have been produced using a new 3D variational data assimilation system (Lorenc et al., 2000) , and one important change is that satellite radiance measurements were assimilated directly rather than using retrieved temperature profiles. The analysis consist of temperature, wind components, and geopotential heights on a global grid of resolution 2.5x3.75 degree (latitude/longitude) at 22 vertical pressure levels from 1000 to 0.32 hPa. GEOS5 model, derived from the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Goddard Earth Observing System general circulation model, Version 5 (GEOS5) (Sobel et al., 2007) . GEOS5 analyses are produced using the grid point Statistical Analyses method Cullather and Bosilovich, 2011) , a three-dimensional variational assimilation system, with a 6-hour analyses window. The meteorological parameters are available on 1.25 x 1.25 grid on 42 pressure levels from 1000 hPa to 0.1 hPa, which corresponds to the height range from 0.1 to 65 km. For the present study, we have used the temperature data sets from 2001 to 2009.
Here we used several satellite and model datasets. These data sets are different spatial and height resolutions. For all the data sets, monthly mean profiles were interpolated over 500 m with 10 o x 10 o longitude, latitude resolution thus taking the data analysis and the comparisons between the instruments easier. The vertical mean temperature profiles of the COSMIC and other measurements were similar except at the stratopause height region. Below 8 km height, we found large difference in the measurements due to the presence of water vapor and the temperature retrieval might be erroneous at these heights. Hence, we have restricted our comparisons to height range between 10 km to 60 km. The relative percentage of differences between GPS and reanalysis/satellite data sets are shown in Figure  1 (b) . The mean differences between GPS RO and other measurements at most of the individual heights vary between 1 K to 2.5 K (~1 %) in the 20 km to 50 km height region, and the mean differences ~4 K to 5 K (~2-2.5%) found in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere region. Such differences observed between GPS and satellite measurements might be due to difference in sampling, technique employed, observational time and atmospheric tidal disturbances. An inter-comparison study by Randel et al. (2004) based on different kinds of middle atmosphere temperature measurements also showed that the rocketsonde measurements were warmer (~45 -70 km) than the ground based and Satellite measurements (NCEP, ERA-40, MetO, CIRA 86, HALOE and MLS). It was also showed (Tsuda et al., 2000) that in the stratosphere, there were significant temperature fluctuations, which were probably caused by atmospheric waves which produce periodic differences between GPS/MET and radiosonde profiles. Recently Sivakumar et al. (2011) compared the Reunion Lidar measurements with COSMIC temperatures and they found the differences of +5 K.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Latitude-height variability of temperature:
Here, we would like to describe the latitudeheight cross section of temperatures derived from GPS RO measurements and comparison with the reanalysis data sets; JRA-25, MetO, and GEOS-5 along with satellite measurements of MLS and SABER data sets during Northern hemisphere (NH) winter (Dec, Jan and Feb). Figure 2 (a-f) represents the longitudinal mean temperature (during winter) contours of GPS RO, MLS, SABER, JRA-25, GEOS-5 and MetO data sets respectively. We have restricted to some of the data sets, due to limitations regarding the coverage and height coverage of satellite and model data sets. The data sets used in this study have been obtained at standard pressure levels, and interpolated to 5 degree latitude grids at 0.5 km height resolution. Describing the features, it can be seen that the temperature structure of the GPS RO and other data sets looks similar. It is evident from the figure that a clear noticeable difference for NH high latitude region (70ºN -90ºN) by the MetO, the stratopause temperature is 3 to 4 K warmer than GPS and is reverse (colder) when compared with GEOS5. As expected, the maximum temperatures are observed at stratopause height (~50 km) in all data sets. The maximum temperature at southern polar region is close to 285 K (+12 C) whereas the temperature at Northern Polar region is about 30 K lower (Note that the southern winter corresponds to the northern summer and vice versa).
In figure 2 , we have superimposed the tropopause (filled circles) and stratopause (open circles) for all the selected latitude ranges (5º bin). In the case of MLS and SABER, temperature data sets are reliable only above 10 km, so we have not presented the tropopause temperature for these data sets. Tropopause is Figure 3a -f. In the low to middle latitude (60ºS-60ºN), and between 10 km to 45 km, the GPS temperatures are in good agreement with those reference data sets. The global mean differences of GPS with reference data set comparisons are less than 0.5 to 2.0 K, and the standard deviations are estimated as ~1 to 2.5 K. The difference increases with increasing latitude and height. The differences for the GPS, GEOS5, and GPS, METO, is observed to be 2 to 3.5 K between 60S-90S in between 45 to 50 km height region. Wang et al.(2004) compared Michelson Interferometer for Passive Atmospheric Sounding (MIPAS) data with several other data sets and they found that the temperature bias are higher than ECMWF but lower than MetO, the differences are found to be ~1.5 K in between 30 and 45 km. Between 45 and 50 km, they observed that MIPAS is colder than both ECMWF and MetO by 2 to 3 K and 3 to 5 K, respectively. They also suggested that the large discrepancies between MIPAS and analysis above 30 km likely due to deficiency in the underlying general circulation models. Looking at the temperature in the polar region, we can infer that the Arctic temperature is about 279 K at around 51.5 km, whereas it is close to 276 K at 52 km in the Antarctica region. From the Figure-3 , at the summer pole it is evident that the cold Tropopause with minimum temperature is observed while it shows the warm stratopause with maximum temperatures. Between 5ºS-5ºN, the stratopause altitude reaches about 48.5 km, and at the sub-tropics the mean height decreases to about 47.5 km in GPS RO measurements. The strongest gradient in stratopause height occurs over latitude range of 70 o -90º in both the hemispheres with mean height increasing to 52 km at polar latitudes. The high latitude SH summer stratopause is ~6 K colder than the high-latitude NH summer stratopause. It is clear from the figure-3 that the stratopause heights looks similar in all data sets at northern polar latitudes, whereas in the southern polar latitudes, it varies and the maximum stratopause height reaches at around ~60 km in the GEOS5 data sets. (20, 30, and 45 km) . Here, we have zonally averaged temperature data over 10 degree latitudinal bands for the NH. The temperature pattern measured by both satellite and model data sets are similar. The equatorial region (5ºS-5ºN) clearly shows semi-annual oscillations with maximum peaks during March and October months. Leblanc et al. (1998b) showed semi-annual oscillations with maximum at the equinoxes in March/April and September/October at 19.5ºN using long term lidar measurements. Comparing COSMIC with satellite measurements in winter season, we found satellite measurements are higher in 20, and 35 km heights, and is found to be opposite at 45 km, i.e., COSMIC temperatures are higher than satellite measurements. In mid and high latitude regions, from all the measurements the temperature structure shows annual oscillation between 20 and 45 km height level with maximum during May to July. Similarly, several investigators noted strong annual oscillations with a maximum during April to July (Hauchecorne et al., 1991; Gobbi et al., 1995; Gerding et al., 2008; Schoch et al., 2008) . Figure 5 shows the monthly and seasonal variations of satellite and model data sets of three different latitude bands (20ºS-30ºS, 45ºS-55ºS, and 70ºS-80ºS) of southern hemisphere at three different (20, 35 , and 45 km) height levels. The overall monthly structure is found to be similar in each data set. From the figure, one can infer that the annual oscillation dominates in the Southern hemisphere (SH) winter season.
Monthly average temperatures of 20 o S-30
o S latitude at 20 km height level shows the annual oscillation peak observed during September month. COSMIC monthly temperatures are colder in winter southern hemisphere at high latitude region (70ºS-80ºS). As we expect, the specific humidity observations show the largest differences at high latitudes. We have also compared the results at different latitude bands of NH and SH (5ºS-5ºN, 20ºN-30ºN, 45ºN-55ºN , 70Nº-80ºN, 20ºS-30ºS, 45ºS-55ºS, and 70ºS-80ºS) at 35 km and 45 km height levels of GPS with reference mean temperature (along with standard deviations) data sets. The differences in values are summarized in Table 2 For quantitative purpose, we have estimated the relative mean differences (100*(GPS -reference data)/GPS) of temperature of COSMIC with satellite and model data sets which are shown in Figure 6 for NH and Figure 7 for SH. Between 35 and 45 km, GPS temperatures are colder than the ERA-Interim but warmer than GEOS5 by 1.5 to 2 K. The larger discrepancies in the peak around 35 km and occur around the 20ºN-30ºN, 20ºS-30ºS and polar region in both hemispheres. The ERA-Interim temperatures are generally quite accurate below 10 hPa (~32 km) where bias in the assimilating model is relatively low and the assimilation are based on both radiosonde and satellite radiance data (Simmons et al., 2005) . The largest differences occur in the mid and high latitudes in NH winter months. In particular, the ERA-Interim, AQUA_AIRS, and AURA_MLS data are the coldest and agree best with COSMIC, where as JRA-25, MetO, GEOS5, HIRDLS, and SABER data have a consistent warm bias of ~2-3%, and GEOS5 shows warmest ~5% at high latitude regions. Figure 7 shows the ratios of seasonal cycle of three different heights (20, 35 and 45 km) at three different SH latitudes (20ºS-30ºS, 45ºS-55ºS, and 70ºS-80ºS). The ratios are less at lower stratospheric height level in SH, and ratios increases with increasing height level. In the case of SH, the ratios are more at winter months than the summer months, especially in the mid and high latitudes. The positive/negative ratio indicates the COSMIC is warmer/colder than the model or satellite data sets. The NH ratios lie within ± 2.5% in all latitude bands, except 70ºN-80ºN at all height levels where the differences are higher (some cases above 5% Especially, the atmosphere over the oceans and a wide region in the SH are not covered by the radiosondes. In addition, instrumental changes are a particular source of problems (Seidel et al., 2004) , but can often be identified readily by sharp discontinuities in the record (Angell, 2003; Rosenolf and Reid, 2008) . The satellite data sets exhibit broad vertical weighting functions in the stratosphere, providing a low vertical resolution of the order of several km only. The vertical resolution is depends on the satellite viewing orbital geometry, along the vertical scan. On the other hand, GPS RO data for temperature measurements which may also be affected by multi-path effects, non-spherical symmetry of the Earth's atmosphere of uncertainties in the ancillary temperature fields used in the retrieval (Rocken et al., 1997). consistency between the data sets regardless of co-location in space and time, the best way is calculating the probability distribution function (PDF), and is shown in Figure 8 . The distributions are represented at three different bands and it covers up to mid latitudes of NH and SH at three different stratospheric heights. In equatorial region (20ºS-20ºN), the distribution peaks are similar in the stratosphere lower height (20 km Figure 9 (a) and 9(b) for the different satellites and model data sets. Within about 5º of the Equator, our results for both AO and SAO show that there are small changes in the amplitude as function of height. In lower stratosphere, the AO shows a peak near 20 km with the value at about ~4.5 K.
Probability Distribution
The maximum AO amplitude is about ~5 K in AURA_MLS and GEOS5 data sets, and is less for ERA-Interim reanalysis data sets. For the equatorial SAO, there are peaks in amplitude near 45 km, with a magnitude range of 3.5 K to 5 K, and another dominant peak at 70 km height level, with a magnitude of 5 K to 6 K. It is well documented by the previous researchers (e.g. Hirota, 1980 ; Randel et al., 1994 ) that the SAO temperature has a double-peak structure in height, with first maxima in stratosphere (~45 km) and second maxima in mesosphere (~70 km). The maximum amplitudes of SAO are observed near at 45 km, which are greater than 4 K in AQUA_AIRS, GPS, GEOS5 and AURA_MLS, and weaker amplitudes at JRA-25, ERA-Interim, MetO, HIRDLS and SABER observations. Hirota et al. (1980) , observed SAO temperature amplitudes of ~4 K using different data sets near 45 km, and another maximum near about 70 km with a range of amplitudes ~4 K to 7 K, which is comparable to our results. Huang et al. (2006) , estimated SAO amplitudes using SABER data sets, and have also observed the amplitude peaks near 40 km and 75 km. Figure 10 shows the amplitude structure of the SAO temperature as a function of latitude as derived from the different data sets. The SAO amplitudes are estimated at 54 km for each data set, except AQUA_AIRS, and ERA-Interim data sets upto 48 km height level. From the figure, it can be noticed that the SAO amplitude has a strong latitudinal variation, showing peak at the Equator. The maximum amplitudes are observed at equator at about 5 K in MetO data sets, approximately twice as large as the SABER SAO amplitudes. Huang et al. (2006) derived the SAO amplitudes based on SABER measurements, covering over 3 years (2002) (2003) (2004) . The results are presented from 15 to 95 km and latitude ranges from 48ºS to 40ºN and they observed SAO maximum in the equator at about 5 K. Generally the amplitude of the SAO decreases with increase in the latitude, but can recover in the subtropics depending on height. In this regard, the semi-annual oscillation exhibits a latitudinal asymmetry, with higher amplitudes in the Southern Hemisphere subtropics (Belmont and Dartt, 1973; Ray et al., 1998) . Reed (1962) also found the existence of a semi annual oscillation in the temperature at some stations nearer to the equator: the oscillation had its maximum amplitude over the equator.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we reported the ability of using stratospheric temperatures from GPS RO (CHAMP+COSMIC) and the measurements are compared with several reference data sets, including assimilation analyses of ERA-Interim, JRA-25, GEOS5 and MetO, satellite observations of AIRS_AQUA, AURA_MLS, SABER, HIRDLS. The temperature data for the stratosphere and lower mesosphere heights (20-60 km) are considered in the present study. The latitude-height temperature structures by GPS (CHAMP+COSMIC) with reanalysis data sets (JRA-25, GEOS5 and METO) and satellite measurements (AURA_MLS and SABER) for the northern summer and winter seasons shows very good similarities in most of the regions. The mean values and standard deviations of different latitude bands at different height levels for summer and winter seasons are summarized in Table 2 and 3 respectively. Between 20 and 30 km, GPS RO temperatures show good agreement with the different reference data sets. The mean differences averaged over the height interval are within ± 0.5 K for comparison with reference data sets. The mean differences are within ±0.5 K to ±0.75 K for 20 km, ±1 K to ±1.75 K at 35 km and ±2 K to ±2.5 K at 45 km for all the measurements. Also, large mean differences of ~3 to 4 K or more are observed in the height region between 50 km and 60 km. The GPS RO temperatures above 35 km are noticed to be warmer than references data sets in SH region. This tendency increases with increasing height and reaches its maximum at 60 km, with magnitude of 3 K to 4 K with reanalysis data sets and 2 K to 3.5 K with satellite measurements. Although good agreement was found between GPS RO and several reference data sets, there are some differences in upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, especially at polar regions. These differences are could be due to the effect of spatial temporal mismatch between the measurements GPS RO temperature analysis algorithms, the difference in sampling data between space-based and reanalysis data sets, as well as the larger uncertainties at the higher heights are the major possible reasons for the differences observed. The different vertical resolutions of the temperature measurements may also have their contributions to the differences calculated by interpolating the data on to a common grid. Monthly temperature variations and differences in ratio of GPS RO with references data sets at different latitude bands in the NH and SH for different height levels 20 km, 35 km, and 45 km are mostly in good agreement. At extra tropical latitude (20ºS-30ºS) the temperature difference are more at 35 km and 45 km height levels than the NH extra tropical latitude region. The annual and semi-annual oscillations are studied at equatorial region (5ºS -5ºN) over height based on satellite and model observations. It was found that the measured AO and SAO amplitudes by satellite and model data sets are in reasonably good agreement with previous results. Thus, we have demonstrated the usefulness of GPS RO data for the study of global distribution of stratospheric analysis. A number of new GPS satellite missions will offer the opportunity for further enhanced space-time resolution and longterm RO measurements, and enrich the studies of global wave activity in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere. Incorporation of the GPS occultation data may improve the accuracy of the global and regional numerical weather forecasts and climate analysis, especially in regions lacking of observational data sets. 
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Introduction
The Northern Hemisphere (NH) winter stratosphere is characterized by the occurrence of midwinter sudden warmings (e.g., Labitzke, 1977 Labitzke, , 1982 . It involves considerable changes of the background wind, temperature, planetary and gravity wave activity and redistributes ozone and other chemicals in high latitudes (Scherhag, 1960) . Internal processes or possibly climate change effects could drive the occurrence of such type of winters. The key mechanism behind the sudden stratospheric warming (SSW), initially proposed by Matsuno (1971) and now widely accepted, relates to the growth of upward propagating transient planetary waves (PWs) and their non-linear interaction with the zonal mean flow. Later, SSWs are reasonably well characterized from observational data sets (Labitzke and Naujokat, 2000; Hoffmann et al., 2002 Hoffmann et al., , 2007 Venkat Ratnam et al., 2004; Cho et al., 2004; Pancheva et al., 2008) and also through modeling (Newman and Nash, 2004; Manney et al., 2008b) . In connection with SSWs, several studies have shown a weakening and/or reversal of the dominating eastward directed zonal winds in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere region (Manson and Meek, 1991; Singer et al., 1992; Jacobi et al., 2003; Dowdy et al., 2004) . The PWs are largescale perturbations of the atmospheric dynamical structure that extends coherently around a full longitude circle. These PWs are a dominant part of the spatial and temporal variability in the stratosphere, and make significant contributions at higher latitudes in the mesosphere (Smith, 2003; Pancheva et al., 2007) . Recently, the NH stratospheric winter of 2009 was the most unusual winter, strongest and most prolonged on record (Manney et al., 2009; Thurairajah et al., 2010; Coy et al., 2011) . During this event, the stratospheric vortex split and had a more profound impact on the lower stratosphere than previously recorded SSWs. In general, during the SSW event, stronger orographic and thermal forcing in the NH leads to larger PW amplitudes and stronger wave mean flow interactions (Andrews et al., 1987) . PWs propagating up from the troposphere can be focused into the stratosphere, causing rapid mean flow changes due to rectified nonlinear effects resulting in warming events (Matsuno, Published by Copernicus Publications on behalf of the European Geosciences Union.
1971; Andrews et al., 1987) . Charlton and Polvani (2007) reported that during vortex splitting events the wind reversals are longer, stronger, and extend deeper into the lower atmosphere. In the present paper we report the PWs of 3-30 days, which are present in the AURA MLS temperature, and NASA-MERRA reanalysis zonal wind data during November 2008 to March 2009 (winter 2009 ). These PWs are extracted using a relatively new and promising Empirical Mode Decomposition (EMD) technique.
Database and analysis procedure
AURA MLS (MLS)
The Microwave Limb Sounder (MLS) is one of the four instruments aboard NASA's EOS of the Aura satellite. It looks forward from the Aura spacecraft and scans the Earth's limb vertically from the ground to ∼90 km every 24.7 s. The vertical scan rate varies with altitude, with a slower scan providing greater integration time in the lower regions (∼0-25 km). The Aura satellite is sun-synchronized and is placed in a near polar orbit at ∼705 km. The satellite has a radiometer that retrieves temperature from the bands near the O 2 spectral line at 118 and 239 GHz. The details of the EOS MLS can be found in Waters et al. (2006) , Froidevaux et al. (2006) and Schwartz et al. (2008) . The temperature precision is typically ∼1 K at the stratospheric altitudes (Schwartz et al., 2008) . MLS satellite measures ∼3500 vertical profiles per day along the suborbital track. The effective horizontal resolution of these MLS data is about 200 km . In this study, we chose MLS version 3.3, level-2 in winter 2009 and each profile up to ∼90 km along the orbit tracks, to 82 degree in each hemisphere.
NASA-MERRA (MERRA)
Required background wind information is taken from the NASA's Global model Assimilation Office (GMAO) atmospheric global reanalysis project: Modern Era RetrospectiveAnalysis for Research and Applications (MERRA) . This reanalysis is a 3D-Var assimilation system, the Grid-point Statistical Interpolation (GSI) scheme, and a variational bias correction of satellite radiances (Rienecker et al., 2008; Kleist et al., 2009 ). The assimilation system utilizes the Goddard Earth Observing System model, Version 5 (GEOS-5; Rienecker et al., 2011) . The MERRA analysis, covering 1979 through the present, is produced over the period of observations where satellite observations are most reliable, with an objective to improve upon the representation of the global temperature and water cycle in the reanalysis. The MERRA data set has horizontal resolution of 2/3 longitude × 1/2 latitude with 42 vertical levels available at 6-h intervals. The vertical resolution is 1 km starting at the 10 km altitude level and increasing to ∼2 km at the 60 km altitude level.
As mentioned earlier, mean flow and upward propagation planetary wave interactions seem to play a key role in the initiation and progression of major SSWs (Matsuno, 1971) . Such an event can strongly affect the entire middle atmosphere, causing variations in the stratosphere. It is well known that the time period preceding the onset of the SSW is usually characterized by more than one type of PW present concurrently in the stratosphere. It is shown that the observed zonally symmetric PWs are related to this major SSW in winter 2009. Therefore, we need to investigate which types of waves are observed during the SSW period. In order to examine the most prominent PW characteristics in the stratosphere and lower mesosphere during the SSW event, we use MLS temperature during winter 2009.
Empirical mode decomposition (EMD)
To investigate the PWs in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere, a relatively new and promising EMD technique has been performed on the temperature and zonal winds. The EMD is a highly adaptive decomposition technique first introduced by Huang et al. (1998 Huang et al. ( , 1999 Huang et al. ( , 2008 . It decomposes any complicated signal into so-called intrinsic mode functions (IMFs), and leads to a clean representation of the signal by a few well behaved signal components. In addition, this method is empirical because the local characteristic time scales of the data themselves are used to decompose the time series. The number of modes and frequencies of each mode are inherently determined by these time scales (Coughlin and Tung, 2004; Huang et al., 2012) . This adaptive technique is derived from the simple assumption that any signal consisting of different IMFs should satisfy two conditions: (1) in the whole data set, the number of extrema and number of zero crossings are either equal or differ at most by one. (2) At any point, the mean value of the envelope defined by local maxima and the envelope defined by the local minima approach is zero (Huang et al., 1998) . We construct upper and lower envelopes by connecting all maxima or all minima with cubic splines and subtract the mean of the upper and lower envelopes from the original signal to get a component, and these two characteristics are also the criteria for shifting processes and stopping (Deng et al., 2009) . The modes of oscillation are the components that retain the features of natural oscillations in the overall signal, independent of each other. By integrating all the IMFs and the residue, the original signal is recovered. Deng et al. (2009) successfully detected the small targets under complicated sea-sky backgrounds using EMD method, and this method can decompose signal selfadaptively and efficiently. The performance and limitations of the EMD are discussed by Datig and Schlurmann (2004) . A more detailed discussion of IMF method, i.e., about local maxima, local minima, envelopes and graphical representation of the IMF, are discussed in the later section.
Ann. Geophys., 30, 1529-1538, 2012 www.ann-geophys.net/30/1529/2012/ 3 Results Figure 1a shows the time series of daily zonal mean temperature anomaly observed at various altitudes (32 km, 42 km, 52 km, and 62 km) representing the stratosphere and lower mesosphere derived from MLS temperature over the latitude range of 60-80 • N during winter 2009. In addition, daily zonal mean wind from MERRA reanalysis data set at 32 km (10 hPa) over 60 • N is shown in Fig. 1a . From Fig. 1a , the onset of the major SSW is at day 24 (24 January 2009) and it is defined by the zonal mean zonal wind reversal at 10 hPa over 60 • N latitude. These results are consistent with that reported by Manney et al. (2009) Fig. 1a shows gradual increase in the mid of January 2009 and it reaches maximum of ∼40 K at 23 January 2009, followed by an equally sharp fall in late January, and does not recover to its typical levels until mid February. A sharp peak in mid-January 2009 to highly anomalous values is noticed in the mid-stratosphere, and a subsequent rapid drop in 60 • N zonal mean wind is observed, as also reported by Manney et al. (2009) . Thus, the major warming can be clearly identified in the MLS temperature anomalies at the stratospheric altitudes (32 km and 42 km), and temperature increases of about ∼40 K are observed. Similarly, Kurihara et al. (2010) using NCEP reanalysis data showed a rapid increase of zonal temperature of about 50 K at 10 hPa pressure level over 70 • N. Such a strong temperature variability during SSWs is traditionally linked to the presence of PWs and their interactions with the circumpolar flow (e.g., Matsuno, 1971; Andrews et al., 1987) . daily mean temperature shows maximum near stratopause region (between 50 and 60 km). The stratopause temperature is around 255 K in January 2009, and it slowly increases to 275 K by 20 January 2009. The warm layer plunges from 55 km to 30 km and it extends up to 20 km. The maximum warm temperature is observed on 23 January between the 30 to 50 km altitude region. Quiroz (1971) suggested the stratospheric warming start in the upper stratosphere and move down to the lower levels. The zonal wind reversal at 65 km occurred on 21 January, 3 days earlier than at the 32 km (10 hPa), and clearly propagated downward at the rate of about 12 km per day. Earlier it was shown that the zonal mean zonal wind reversal below 90 km that occurs around the same time also propagates down to the stratosphere (Manney et al., 2009) . Beginning in January, the zonal wind was westerly between 30 and 65 km altitude and peaked around mid-January, reaching a maximum of 65-70 m s −1 , and then reversed to easterly on 24 January 2009. The easterly winds were strong at about 30-40 m s −1 between 30 and 60 km altitudes. There is very good correlation between the warm temperatures observed by MLS and zonal winds taken from MERRA during this period. This behavior is consistent with that described in other studies (e.g., Manney et al., 2008a Manney et al., , 2009 Coy et al., 2011) (Fig. 2d) , and other three pulses wind reversals reached only up to 40 km. The reversal wind (west ward) at 32 km (∼10 hPa pressure level) continued up to day 150. The observed latitudinal dependence of the wind reversal of eastward-directed winds with reduced magnitudes towards the Equator was more pronounced during SSW in 1998/99 (Hoffmann et al., 2002) . The IMFs of the MLS temperature anomaly data are shown in Fig. 3 . Starting from the top of each figure, the original temperature anomaly (P o (t)) data, the IMF components (1, 4, and 6 ) are plotted. For getting anomaly daily temperature data during period November 2008 to March 2009, between 60 • N and 80 • N are averaged. These averaged values are subtracted from every day's temperature data at each altitude level. The method of extraction of IMFs is briefly described below. We first identify all the points of the local maxima and local minima in the time series of the data set. These are marked using blue and red dots, respectively, in Fig. 3 . We then create a positive (E+) envelope by spline interpolation of the local maxima and the negative envelope (E−) by spline interpolation of the local minima of the input data set, shown as blue and red curves in Fig. 3 . For this analysis we used cubic spline interpolation, as suggested by Huang et al. (1998) . For each time instant, we compute the mean (m o (t)) value using positive and negative envelopes. The signal mean (m o (t)) is referred to as the envelope mean and is in Fig. 3 with black bold line. This mean value is subtracted from the data series to get P 1 (t) = P o (t)−m o (t). The new time series (P 1 ) is shown in Fig. 3 as mentioned as a 1st iteration. The new time series is further processed as in the previous step to get P 2 (t) = P 1 (t) − m 1 (t). This process is repeated m times once the mean of the envelope is close enough to zero. Such an P m (t) is the first intrinsic mode function denoted as IMF 1 . Originally Huang et al. (1998, their Eq. 5.5 ) repeated these steps until integral condition was satisfied. In later papers they adopted stopping criterion based on the number extrema and zero crossings. After the first IMF is found and subtracted from the original time series (P o (t)), the procedure is repeated to find the second IMF. These steps are iterated until only a linear trend remains.
For the time series shown in Fig. 3 , eight IMFs can be extracted. In Fig. 4 for clarity we show the first four IMFs of the data in the order they are extracted. It can be easily observed that all IMFs exhibit slow varying amplitudes and frequencies. In order to investigate the gross characteristics of oscillations with dominant periods, we applied Lomb Scargle (L-S) periodogram analysis to the temperature data; each IMF and resultant amplitude spectral plots are plotted at right side of the Fig. 4 . Compared to the other methods, the L-S method weights the data on a per point basis instead of a per time interval basis (Press et al., 1992) . It scores over conventional Fourier techniques because of its ability to deal directly with time series having missing data, and its straightforward significance level regime (Fraser et al., 1993; Lawrence et al., 1995) . Figure 4 displays the dominant oscillations in the MLS temperatures over latitude range • N at altitude 42 km during winter 2009, and the 95 % confidence level is indicated with a dashed line. From the L-S spectral plot four dominant periods are observed during the SSW. The first IMF contains a 3.6-day period as most dominant. The second IMF has broad periods with an average period of 6-8 days. Third IMF dominates with maximum amplitudes at ∼14 day and ∼17 day periods, and the fourth IMF shows clearly longer periods, i.e., 20-32 day periods. Recently Mbatha et al. (2010) observed the PW periods less than 15 days (14-, 10-, and 5-day) during the SSW using SANAE HF radar data sets. All these oscillations are not shown in the original time series of data set (see top of Fig. 4) ; and shows only 20-25 periods of oscillations during the SSW. Similarly, analysis performed on the MERRA zonal wind data over 60 • N and 80 • N at 42 km altitude level showed the oscillations with 3.6-day, 9-11 day, 17-25 day, and 25-32 day periods (figure not shown). When we compared the winter 2009 SSW spectra to the other normal years (figure not shown), we noticed that other years do not have strong presence of the above mentioned PWs. All these propagating waves have large amplitudes. It is worth mentioning here that the decomposed oscillations are only a small part of the whole PW spectrum. Similarly, Pancheva et al. (2007) found three prevailing periods of ∼23, 17 and 11 days with large amplitudes in the zonal wind data of the NH stratospheric altitudes centered at 50-60 • N in the winter 2003-2004 using UK Met Office data sets.
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Note that the dominant periods of the PWs observed during the winter 2009 are provided above; however, it was not clear exactly when these periods dominate. To provide the time description of the PW periods as a function of dominant periods and time, wavelet analysis was performed on the MLS temperature and IMFs, as shown in Fig. 4 , and the resultant amplitudes are shown as contours in Fig. 5 . The wavelet transform is localized transform (relative to the overall transform of a given time-sequence used by the Fourier transform) in both time and frequency (Kumar and FoufoulaGeorgiou, 1997) . Figure 5 shows the wavelet amplitude spectra calculated at 32 km and 42 km over the latitude range 60-80 • N during the winter 2009 for the temperature and first four IMFs. The 95 % confidence level is indicated with black line. The analysis covers the wave periods between 3 to 30 days. When the wavelet is applied to the original MLS temperature anomaly data, it shows clearly the dominant periods greater than 15 days, which maximizes near days 60-100, and does not show any wave periods less than 15 days at both altitude levels.
We further applied the wavelet analysis for the first four IMFs at 32 km and 42 km altitude levels. Four dominant wave periods during winter 2009 SSW are observed. The first IMF shows the presence of 4-8-day wave, and its maximum amplitude at ∼6 day on around day 50 (20 December 2008) . In the second IMF, the waves with peak between 6-10 days, and the peak amplitude at ∼8-day centered at day 85 (24 January 2009), are observed. In the third IMF, a clear peak between 13-18 days, and the maximum peak at around ∼15-day on day number 80 (19 January 2009) , is noticed. The fourth IMF period covers 17-24 day periods and extends nearly two months during the observational period, where its maximum amplitudes are observed one month before and after the SSW event. The PWs with short periods, e.g., quasi-two-day wave characterized by bursts of activity, vary on scales of several days (Pancheva, 2006; Malinga and Ruohooniemi, 2007 ). At 42 km altitude level, the maximum peaks at around ∼3.6 day, ∼8 day, ∼15 day, and ∼21-23 day are observed during the winter 2009 for the four IMFs, respectively. These are in agreement with the work of Pancheva et al. (2008) , the dominating wave periods of ∼22-23, ∼16 day and ∼11 day in the stratospheric heights using with waves on 20-30 day, indicate a seasonal pattern characterized by enhanced wave activity in winter superimposed by short-term fluctuations. We did the analysis for different altitudes of MLS temperatures and their dominant periods are tabulated in Table 1 . We estimated the PWs using MLS temperature, and MERRA reanalysis zonal wind for four altitude (32, 42, 52 , and 62 km) levels. We observed bursts of wave activity during SSW period and the maximum peak oscillations are shown in the parentheses in Table 1 the waves with MLS temperatures and MERRA winds can be observed from the table. During SH winter, Dowdy et al. (2004) observed a distinct change in the character of the planetary-wave field associated with SSW events. This is most likely due to the changes in the filtering by the stratospheric winds brought about by the wind reversal.
In order to investigate the gross characteristics of oscillations with periods 20-30 days, we applied Lomb-Scargle periodogram analysis to the time series of temperature anomaly data sets during the winter 2009 period. Figure 6 shows the amplitude and the corresponding phase in the altitude range of 20-70 km over the latitude range of 60-80 • N. The analysis covers the wave periods between 20-30 days. In this process, we have estimated the confidence levels of the periodograms and only those spectral peaks with more than a 95 % confidence level are considered. The amplitude is less than 4 K at 20 km altitude level, increases and maximizes nearly at 30 km with amplitude of ∼7 K. Above 30 km, its amplitude remains around ∼6 K and extends up to 42 km.
The minimum amplitude of about 2.5 K is observed at around 50 km altitude level. A clear downward phase progression indicating upward wave propagation can be noticed. This indicates that the sources for these waves are in the troposphere.
Conclusions
In the present study, we have investigated the PW activity in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere over latitude region 60-80 • N using MLS temperature and NASA-MERRA zonal wind during the unprecedented major SSW that occurred from November 2008 to March 2009. This SSW is one of the major warmings, which occurred with reversal of zonal wind on 24 January 2009 (Fig. 1a) . This SSW is more pronounced in the NH high latitudes, expanding to the middle latitudes ∼50 • N (Fig. 1b) . During the SSW, the PWs with periods between 3 and 30 days in both wind and temperatures are observed (Fig. 4) EMD method is very effective; it decomposes the time signal and extracts the possible PW periods at each IMF. We applied this method for different altitude levels (32, 42, 52 , and 62 km) and found PWs with dominant periods of ∼4-7 days in IMF1, ∼8-10 days in IMF2, and ∼13-15 day periods in IMF3. Similarly, we observed PWs in the MERRA zonal wind, as clearly mentioned in Table 1 . The PW activity is enhanced in the upper stratosphere and lower mesosphere region. The results show that an upward propagating, 20-30 day planetary wave was present during the SSW period (Fig. 6) . In the present paper we have shown that a number of PW features of middle atmosphere are able to be extracted using EMD technique. The EMD signal processing algorithm has been established to perfectly analyze for single dimension array (Huang et al., 1998) . Later, Sinclair and Pegram (2005) , extended the EMD algorithm into two-dimensional array and its application to radar rainfall data, as well as examining temporal persistence in the data at different spatial scales. This decomposition technique has also been extended to analyze two-dimensional (2-D) data/images, which is known as bi-dimensional EMD (BEMD), 2-D EMD and so on (Damerval et al., 2005; Xu et al., 2006) . We emphasize use of such techniques to extract the signals even with the small amplitudes. Further studies extending our analysis to the stratospheric warming and mesospheric cooling events are required in order to generalize these results.
